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Disclosure
Information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment advice, but is
limited to the dissemination of general information on products and services. This information
should not be construed as an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell the
securities mentioned herein.
This presentation should not be regarded as a complete analysis of the subjects discussed. All
expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the adviser as of the date of the presentation and
are subject to change.
Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Therefore, no current or prospective
client should assume that the future performance of any specific investment or strategy will be
profitable or equal to past performance levels. All investment strategies have the potential for
profit or loss. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no
assurance that any specific investment or strategy will be suitable or profitable for a client's
portfolio. There are no assurances that a portfolio will match or outperform any particular
benchmark.
Except where specifically identified otherwise, all performance data in this presentation is
the performance of the Separate Account Strategy.
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About ZEGA
SEC Registered Investment Advisor* founded in 2011
Over $600 million in Assets Under Management as of
August 31, 2021
Authors of the best-seller: Buy And Hedge: The 5 Iron
Rules for Investing over the Long Term
Awarded 5-star rating for Buy & Hedge Retirement,
HiPOS Conservative, ZBIG IRA and ZBIG Leveraged
Claims compliance with the Global Investment
Performance Standards

About ZEGA
ZEGA’s mission is to partner with small to mid-size advisors and deliver industry leading
options-based investing solutions and insights.
Our passion is developing strategies centered on the balance between risk and reward.
We are conservative in our market positioning and follow the strictest of ethical codes to act
only in the best interest of our clients.
The media is taking notice. ZEGA is recognized as the go to source for options insights.

ZEGA Team
With over 140 years of combined investing experience, we follow a
progressive, forward-thinking approach to investing.
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“Nothing differentiates a business more than the people who contribute to its success.” – Jay Pestrichelli

ZEGA’s Ultra Opportunity Model
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ZUOM Overview
The Ultra-Opportunity model utilizes the options to deliver a multiple on market
returns.
Carries significantly higher volatility than a standard stock portfolio
For sophisticated and accredited investors looking for an aggressive allocation
with a multi-year time horizon

2X

Value

Creates a multiple of
upside exposure through
the implied leveraged
inherent in long call
options

Captures the natural
accelerated time decay of
short-term options

Time

ZUOM Overview
The ZEGA Ultra Opportunity Model is designed to deliver excess market returns by deploying
long-dated stock market call options with a notional value ratio of at least 150%.
The long calls use the implied leverage inherent in options to create excess stock market
exposure without using margin.
The long calls are funded by an aggressive index option premium selling model.
The premium selling tactic consists of out of the money index credit spreads paired with debit
spreads collateralized by cash.
The combinations of these tactics target excess market returns during periods of stock market
growth. A declining market negatively affects the strategy’s long call performance and
potentially compounded losses from decline of the credit spreads.

ZUOM and the Efficient Frontier
Example of how an alternative can
divert from traditional models

Efficient Frontier Comparison:
ZUOM’s Alpha Generation

Excess return above the additional
risk the is the target

Return

Additional risk is added

Generating returns in excess of the
additional risk is known as Alpha and
is the primary goal of ZUOM
Due to the excess volatility,
recommended usage to not exceed
20% of investible assets

Traditional Equities

Risk (Volatility)
Source: https://www.thestreet.com/story/13383547/1/4-reasons-why-investors-should-consider-alternative-investments.html
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Performance
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Performance
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Appendix: GIPS Compliant Disclosure
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